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Many everyday thoughts rely on imaginative skills, es-
pecially when people think about how the past could have
been different. These counterfactual suppositions can be
close to the actual situation, for example, 

If I had taken the side road, I would have avoided the traffic
jam. (1)

Or they may be remote, for example,

If I had studied physics, I would have become a great 
astronaut. (2)

People generate counterfactuals in response to both dra-
matic life events and more mundane outcomes commonly
encountered in day-to-day living (see, e.g., Hofstadter,
1985; Kahneman & Miller, 1986; Roese, 1997). Our aim in
this paper is to report the results of five experiments that
examine some of the cognitive mechanisms underlying
counterfactual thinking.

A primary cognitive role of counterfactual thinking
may be that it helps individuals to learn from mistakes
(see, e.g., Kahneman & Miller, 1986; Roese, 1994) by
supporting postmortems about how the world might have
turned out, or more speculative conjectures (see, e.g., Kah-
neman & Varey, 1990; Lewis, 1973). Counterfactual think-
ing can help set up intentions to improve (Markman, Ga-
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When people think about what might have been, they undo an outcome by changing events in regu-
lar ways. Suppose two contestants could win £1,000 if they picked the same color card; the first picks
black, the second red, and they lose. The temporality effect refers to the tendency to think they would
have won if the second player had picked black. Individuals also think that the second player will ex-
perience more guilt and be blamed more by the first. We report the results of five experiments that ex-
amine the nature of this effect. The first three experiments examine the temporality effect in scenar-
ios in which the game is stopped after the first contestant’s card selection because of a technical hitch,
and then is restarted. When the first player picks a different card, the temporality effect is eliminated,
for scenarios based on implicit and explicit negation and for good outcomes. When the first player
picks the same card, the temporality effect occurs in each of these situations. The second two experi-
ments show that it depends on the order of events in the world, not their descriptive order: It occurs
for scenarios without preconceptions about normal descriptive order; it occurs whether the second
event is mentioned in second place or first. The results are consistent with the idea that the temporal-
ity effect arises because the first event is presupposed and so it is immutable; and the elimination of
the temporality effect arises because the availability of a counterfactual alternative to the first event
creates an opposing tendency to mutate it. We sketch a putative account of these effects based on char-
acteristics of the mental models people construct when they think counterfactually.
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vanski, Sherman, & McMullen, 1993; Roese, 1994), and
it bears a relation to judgments of causality and pre-
ventability (see, e.g., Chisholm, 1946; Goodman, 1973;
McEleney & Byrne, in press). It has been linked with
feelings such as regret and elation (see, e.g., Gilovich &
Medvec, 1994; Johnson, 1986; Landman, 1987) and judg-
ments such as blame and equity (see, e.g., Macrae, 1992;
D. T. Miller & McFarland, 1986).

Most research on counterfactual thinking has focused
on establishing the aspects of the actual situation that
people tend to undo in order to construct a counterfac-
tual scenario. For example, when people think about how
an outcome might have turned out differently, they tend
to undo exceptional aspects, such as actions that are un-
usual for the specified individual rather than actions that
are routine (Kahneman & Tversky, 1982; see also Bouts,
Spears, & van der Pligt, 1992; Gavanski & Wells, 1989).
They also tend to undo the first cause in a causal se-
quence rather than subsequent causes (e.g., Wells, Taylor,
& Turtle, 1987), and actions of a focal individual rather
than actions of an individual in the background (Kahne-
man & Tversky, 1982). In addition, they tend to undo ac-
tions that an individual carried out rather than inactions
(e.g., Kahneman & Tversky, 1982; Landman, 1987), at
least in the short term (Byrne & McEleney, 1997; Gilovich
& Medvec, 1994), and they undo actions under a person’s
voluntary control rather than those outside his/her con-
trol (see, e.g., Girotto, Legrenzi, & Rizzo, 1991). Corre-
sponding to these patterns of undoing is often a pattern
of emotional amplification, where the more mutable an
individual’s actions are judged to be, the more intense
emotion the individual is judged to experience, for ex-
ample, of guilt, regret, or elation (see, e.g., Kahneman &
Miller, 1986). These tendencies give hints about the
“joints” of reality (Kahneman & Tversky, 1982), where
reality is at its most “slippable” (Hofstadter, 1985), and
these junctures may correspond to some core categories
of mental life (G. Miller & Johnson-Laird, 1976), such
as space, time, cause, and intention (Byrne, 1997).

What cognitive mechanisms give rise to this pattern of
mutability? Whatever their nature, they satisfy the im-
portant constraint that counterfactual scenarios contain
minimal mutations to reality: To make sense, an imagi-
nary scenario needs to be similar to or accessible from
the actual situation (see, e.g., Lewis, 1973; Pollock, 1986;
Stalnaker, 1968). Moreover, thinking about what might
have been is often directed to the goal of constructing an
effective alternative scenario, rather than one in which
events are mutated but the same outcome still occurs
(see, e.g., McCloy & Byrne, in press; Wells & Gavanski,
1989). Most researchers agree that the mutability of an
element in a representation depends on how easy it is to
think of alternatives to it (e.g., Roese, 1997; Roese &
Olson, 1995), which may in turn depend on an availability
heuristic—people may base their judgments on the ease
with which instances can be brought to mind (Kahneman
& Tversky, 1982). Different sorts of changes can be made
with differential ease: “Downhill” changes based on the

deletion of unlikely events may be easier than “uphill”
changes based on the addition of unlikely events (Kahne-
man & Tversky, 1982; see also Dunning & Parpal, 1989;
Roese, 1994). It may be easier to alter elements present
in a representation because they can recruit their own al-
ternatives on the basis of their correspondence to the
norms of the situation; for example, an exception may re-
trieve its corresponding norm (Kahneman & Miller,
1986). Alternatively, elements represented explicitly
may be focused on because they are in the foreground
(see, e.g., Byrne, 1997; Kahneman & Tversky, 1982;
Legrenzi, Girotto, & Johnson-Laird, 1993).

The Temporality Effect
The experiments we will report address the temporal-

ity effect: the tendency to undo mentally the more recent
event in a sequence of independent events. Kahneman
and Miller (1986) found that when participants were given
an ordered sequence of letters (e.g., x f ) on a computer
screen and were asked to quickly replace one, they tended
to mutate, that is, to undo mentally, the second letter in
the sequence. D. T. Miller and Gunasegaram (1990,
p. 1111) reported the following scenario:

Imagine two individuals (Jones and Cooper) who are of-
fered the following very attractive proposition. Each indi-
vidual is asked to toss a coin. If the two coins come up the
same (both heads or both tails), each individual wins
£1,000. However, if the two coins do not come up the
same, neither individual wins anything. Jones goes first
and tosses a head; Cooper goes next and tosses a tail. Thus,
the outcome is that neither individual wins anything. (3)

Almost 90% of their participants considered that it was
easier to undo the outcome by the alternative of Cooper
tossing a head, rather than Jones tossing a tail. They also
judged that Cooper would experience more guilt, and
would tend to be blamed more by Jones. Logically, of
course, neither party should be considered more mutable,
or more likely to experience any more guilt or desire to
blame than the other since the event is one of chance. Al-
though people tend to undo the first event in a causal se-
quence (Wells et al., 1987), they undo the more recent
event in an independent sequence of events—that is, a se-
quence of events that are not causally related (e.g., Jones’s
toss of heads does not cause Cooper’s toss of tails).

D. T. Miller and Gunasegaram (1990) showed that the
temporality effect occurs in everyday situations as well—
for example, when people consider how a student who
failed an examination might have passed. Their partici-
pants tended to wish that a different list of examination
questions had been set when they believed the questions
had been set after they (as students) had prepared for the
examination, whereas they wished their preparation had
been different when they believed it had been done after
the questions were set (i.e., they undid the second event
in each case). The temporality effect also occurs for se-
quences of more than two events; for example, when peo-
ple think about how a baseball team might have done bet-
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ter in a series of 10 games, they mentally undo the 10th
baseball game (which the team lost), regardless of the
outcomes of the previous nine games (Sherman & Mc-
Connell, 1996). The temporality tendency may play a role
in many everyday judgments, such as the tendency for
blackjack players to be averse to playing on the last box,
for teams to sport their faster runner last in a relay race,
and for people to wager more on their predictions than their
postdictions (D. T. Miller & Gunasegaram, 1990; Kah-
neman & Miller, 1986). Our aim in the five experiments
we report is to elucidate further the factors that guide the
decision to undo the more recent event in an independent
sequence of events. 

INTERRUPTED TEMPORAL SEQUENCES

We report two series of experiments: In the first series
of experiments we show that it is possible to reduce and
even eliminate the temporality effect by interrupting the
temporal sequence of events (see, e.g., Byrne, Culhane,
& Tasso, 1995). We devised a scenario in which two con-
testants take part in a game show in which there is a tech-
nical hitch:

Imagine two individuals (Jones and Brady) who take part
in a television game show, on which they are offered the
following very attractive proposition. Each individual is
given a shuffled deck of cards, and each one picks a card
from his own deck. If the two cards they pick are of the
same color (i.e., both from black suits or both from red
suits), each individual wins £1,000. However, if the two
cards are not the same color, neither individual wins any-
thing. 

Jones goes first and picks a black card from his deck. At
this point, the game show host has to stop the game because
of a technical difficulty. After a few minutes, the technical
problem is solved and the game can be restarted. Jones
goes first again, and this time the card that he draws is a
red card. Brady goes next and the card that he draws is a
black card. Thus, the outcome is that neither individual
wins anything. (4)

We examine the effects on the temporality effect of this
interruption to the temporal sequence in the first series
of three experiments.

Experiment 1
Interruptions and the Temporality Effect

The technical hitch device allows us to interrupt the
temporal sequence of events with different consequences.
In the different-card version of the story, the first play-
er’s post-hitch selection was different from his pre-hitch
selection: Jones picked black first and then red, Brady
picked black, and they lost. We also constructed a same-
card story in which the first player’s post-hitch selection
was the same as his pre-hitch selection: Jones picked
black first and then black again; Brady picked red, and
they lost. 

The temporality effect may arise because the earlier
event in the sequence is presupposed or taken for granted

more than later events (D. T. Miller & Gunasegaram,
1990). As a result of its being presupposed, the first event
is immutable. It should be possible to shake loose this pre-
supposition and render the first event mutable by making
explicitly available a counterfactual alternative to the
first event. People readily tend to undo events for which
there are explicit counterfactual alternatives available (see,
e.g., Branscombe, Owen, Garstka, & Coleman, 1996;
Wells & Gavanski, 1989). The different-card version of
the technical hitch scenario contains the first player’s pre-
hitch play as an available alternative to the first player’s
post-hitch play. According to this account, the presuppo-
sition of the first event and the availability of a counter-
factual alternative to it act as opposing determinants of
the mutability of that event, and as a result, the temporal-
ity effect should be reduced or eliminated in the different-
card version. 

An alternative possibility is that the temporality effect
arises because the more recent event is “fresh” in working
memory, or more available to a backward search through
the entries. D. T. Miller and Gunasegaram (1990) briefly
considered the possibility that “later events in a tempo-
ral sequence may be assigned more causal responsibility
because they are more available in memory” (p. 1117),
and it is at least a reasonable conjecture that people mu-
tate an event in an independent sequence of events by
using a backward search strategy that encounters the
most recent entry first (see, e.g., Wells et al., 1987). If the
temporality effect arises because the more recent event is
more available in working memory, the effect should be
observed in both the same-card and the different-card
scenario: The second player’s play is most recent in either
version of the story. 

Method
Materials and Design. We constructed two versions of the tech-

nical hitch scenario on the basis of the story described earlier. In the
same-card version, the first player drew black on both occasions,
and the second player drew red (see the Appendix). In the different-
card version, the first player drew black on the first occasion, and
red on the second occasion, and the second player drew black. The
two versions of the story were identical but for the presence of the
word black or red in the description of the post-hitch choice of the
first individual, and accordingly, the presence of the word black or
red in the description of the choice of the second player. 

The participants’ first task was to complete the following sen-
tence: “Jones and Brady could each have won £1,000 if only one of
them had picked a different card, for instance if . . .” They were also
asked the question, “Who would you predict would experience
more guilt—Jones or Brady?” Finally, they were asked the ques-
tion: “Who will blame the other more—Jones or Brady?” Each par-
ticipant completed one of the two versions of the story in a between-
subjects design. They answered each of the three questions, which
were printed in the fixed order presented above, and they wrote
their answers in the spaces provided on the sheet of paper. 

Participants and Procedure. The 75 participants were under-
graduate students from different departments in the University of
Dublin, Trinity College, who participated in the experiment volun-
tarily. They were assigned at random to the same-card condition
(n = 39) or to the different-card condition (n = 36). They were tested
in several groups. They were presented with a booklet that con-
tained the instructions, the story, the three questions, and a debrief-
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ing paragraph, each on separate pages. The instructions were as fol-
lows: “You are asked to read the scenario on the next page, and then
to answer some simple questions. Please answer the questions in
the order in which they are asked. Also please do not change an an-
swer to a question once you have written it.” The participants
worked at their own pace and wrote their answers in the spaces pro-
vided on the sheet.

Results and Discussion
“If only . . .” mutations. The results show that for par-

ticipants whose undoings focused on a single event, in
the same-card condition the standard temporality effect
was observed in that more participants undid the second
event rather than the first (51% vs. 8%, binomial n = 23,
k = 3, p , .0005), whereas in the different-card condition
the effect was considerably reduced (39% vs. 19%, bi-
nomial n = 21, k = 7, p , .095). The 43% difference (be-
tween 51% choosing the second event and 8% choosing
the first event in the same-card condition) was narrowed
by half to just 20% of a difference (between 39% and
19% in the different-card condition, Meddis, 1984, quick-
test z = 1.58, n = 44, p , .10). 

Table 1 presents the percentages of undoings of the
first event or the second overall, and the breakdown of
these undoings into those that undid only one event (e.g.,
“If only Jones had picked a red card”) and those that
undid one event and posed the other as an alternative
(e.g., “If only Jones had picked a red card or Brady had
picked a black card”). We combined the two sorts of re-
sponses in a second analysis on the basis that the order of
mention gives us a clue to the mutability of an event. For

undoings focused on the first or second events or both, in
the same-card condition the standard temporality effect
was observed (59% vs. 23%, binomial n = 32, k = 9, p ,
.01), whereas in the different-card condition the effect
was eliminated (44% vs. 42%, binomial n = 31, k = 15,
p , .50); this interaction was reliable (n = 63, Meddis
quicktest z = 1.64, p , .05). Order of mention may be
vulnerable to other influences, but it is important to note
that a similar pattern of results occurs when mutations
of a single event or one event followed by another are 
analyzed. 

Overall, most people undid the first, the second, or both
events (84% overall), with the majority of the remainder
containing simple errors (e.g., the answer “if only Jones
had picked a black card” when in fact Jones had picked
a black card). Few participants mentioned other factors
(e.g., “if only the technical hitch had not occurred”), per-
haps unsurprisingly given the deliberately constrained
nature of the sentence they were asked to complete.

Judgments of guilt and blame. We found a similar
pattern of results for the answers to the question about
guilt, as Table 1 shows. For the participants who judged
that one or other of the individuals would experience
more guilt, more participants believed the second player
would feel guilt rather than the first in the same-card ver-
sion (77% vs. 10%, binomial n = 34, k = 4, p , .0005),
but not in the different-card version (44% vs. 31%, bino-
mial n = 27, k = 11, p , .22); the interaction was reliable
(n = 61, Meddis quicktest z = 2.59, p , .005). Most par-
ticipants judged that one or other of the players would
feel more guilt (81%), with the majority of the remain-
der indicating that neither would experience more guilt
(15%). 

For the participants who judged that one or other of
the individuals would be blamed more, in the same-card
version more participants considered that the first player
would blame the other, rather than the other way around
(51% vs. 13%, binomial n = 25, k = 5, p , .002); unex-
pectedly, in the different-card version more participants
also seemed to believe that the first player would blame
the other (50% vs. 25%), although the effect was weaker
(binomial n = 27, k = 9, p , .061); there was no interaction
(n = 52, Meddis quicktest z = 1.07, p . .10). Most par-
ticipants thought that either one or other of the players
would blame the other more (70%), with the majority of
the remainder indicating that neither would (23%). We
will return to the anomalous results for the experience of
blame in the next experiment.

The results are consistent with the suggestion that the
temporality effect arises because earlier events in an in-
dependent sequence are presupposed more than later
events. This presupposition can be countered by the
availability of a ready-made counterfactual alternative—
the pre-hitch play in the different-card scenario. The two
opposing tendencies result in the reduction of the tem-
porality effect: Some of the participants’ judgments are
guided by the presupposed earlier event to focus on the
second player and exhibit a temporality effect, and some

Table 1
Percentages of Mutations of Each Event, and

of Judgments of Guilt and Blame in Experiment 1

Description

Black . . . hitch Black . . . hitch
Black . . . Red Red . . . Black

Selections (same card) (different card)

Undoing choice
First event only 8 19
First then second 15 22
Overall first 23 42 

Second event only 51 39
Second then first 8 5
Overall second 59 44

Total 82 86

Guilt
First 10 31
Second 77 44
Neither 8 22

Blame
First 51 50
Second 13 25
Neither 26 19

n 39 36

Note—The percentages are based on the responses of participants to one
scenario each. First event only, participants undid the first event only;
first then second, participants undid the first event, and then the second
one; second event only, participants undid the second event only; second
then first, participants undid the second event, and then the first one.
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are guided by the available counterfactual to focus on the
first player instead. 

Alternative explanations. The results show that the
temporality effect is demonstrated most strongly when the
first player’s post-hitch selection is the same as the pre-
hitch selection. The results rule out a number of alternative
explanations. They rule out an explanation of the tem-
porality effect in terms of the more recent event being
“fresh” in working memory, or more available to a back-
ward search through the entries. If recency accounted for
the temporality effect, the effect should continue to be
observed even in the different-card scenario. In these
technical hitch scenarios, participants are essentially pre-
sented with three events, of which only the latter two con-
tribute to the outcome. In the same-card condition, the
first two events are identical and participants view the third
as more mutable; in the different-card condition, the three
events differ and participants view the second and third as
similarly mutable. The point to note is that participants do
not view as more mutable the more recent event (the third
one) in both scenarios. 

The results also rule out an explanation based on set-
ting up expectations about how the game can be won. In
the different-card version, the pre-hitch choice of the
first player of a black card may set up the expectation that
to win requires the second player to choose black as well.
But the post-hitch choice of the first player of a red card
would revise that expectation. If expectations accounted
for the temporality effect, it should continue even in the
different-card version. Individuals may set up expectations
about how the game may be won, and these may be re-
lated to their understanding of the context, but the choice
of counterfactual alternatives does not depend on pre-
computed expectations (Kahneman & Miller, 1986).

The results also go against the suggestion that the tem-
porality effect arises because participants perceive the
second player to have a greater causal role, following
their calculation of the probability of a good outcome after
each player’s contribution (Spellman, 1997). In D. T. Miller
and Gunasegaram’s (1990) coin toss scenario, the proba-
bility of a good outcome is 50:50 before either play; it re-
mains 50:50 after the first player’s selection, but after the
second player’s selection, the probability of a good out-
come changes to either 1 or 0. According to this view,
people update their probability estimates after each play,
and they consider that the second play has a greater causal
role because it determines the probability of the outcome
more (Spellman, 1997). But, the technical hitch manip-
ulations do not alter the probabilities: The calculation of
probabilities remains the same for both the same-card and
the different-card conditions. Hence, the probability ex-
planation predicts that the temporality effect should con-
tinue even in the different-card condition, and so it does
not predict these results.

Finally, the results rule out the alternative explanation
that the temporality effect is reduced in the different-card
version because participants believe that the technical
hitch is associated in some way with the first player’s se-
lection rather than the second player’s selection. If this

association were responsible for the elimination, the tem-
porality effect should be eliminated in the same-card ver-
sion as well as in the different-card version. Further-
more, note that the sentence completion task was cast in
the past tense, which goes against the suggestion that rea-
soners believe that if they undo the first player’s selec-
tion, they would necessarily have to undo both players’
selections (on the belief that if the first player picks again,
the second player would have to pick again also). In any
case, if reasoners had such a mistaken belief, it would have
manifested itself in both the same-card and the different-
card conditions, resulting in a temporality effect being ob-
served in both conditions. In the next experiment we repli-
cate and extend the elimination of the temporality effect.

Experiment 2
Implicit and Explicit Negation 

Our aim in the second experiment is to demonstrate
the generalizability of the temporality effect to a different
linguistic description and essentially to provide a replica-
tion of the reduction of the temporality effect in the tech-
nical hitch scenario but with a different, more explicit,
description. In the previous scenarios, the differences in
events were conveyed implicitly; that is, the implicit nega-
tion of black is its opposite (in the binary situation of the
game), that is, red. Explicit negation, that is, not black,
highlights even more the relationship between the pre- and
post-hitch events by the use of the common term (black);
for example, Jones picks a black card, the technical hitch
occurs, and this time the card Jones picks is not black.
We constructed scenarios identical to those of the previ-
ous experiment except for the use of explicit negation (not
black) instead of implicit negation (red). We expect to
replicate the elimination of the temporality effect in the
different-card scenario. The experiment also allows us to
examine again the anomalous effects of the technical hitch
scenario on judgments of blame.

Method
Materials and Design. The materials were based on those in the

previous experiment, and the only difference was the use of explicit
negation instead of implicit negation; that is, a card was described
as “not black” instead of “red.” Each participant carried out the
same sentence completion task described earlier, and answered the
same two questions about guilt and blame, in the same fixed order.
Each participant completed one of the two versions of the story in
a between-subjects design.

Participants and Procedure. The 79 participants were under-
graduate students from different departments in the University of
Dublin, Trinity College, who participated in the experiment volun-
tarily. They were assigned at random to the same-card condition
(n = 39) and the different-card condition (n = 40). The procedure
and instructions were the same as in the previous experiment. 

Results and Discussion
“If only . . .” mutations. The results show that for par-

ticipants whose undoings focused on a single event, in
the same-card condition the standard temporality effect
was observed in that more participants tended to undo
the second event rather than the first (41% vs. 23%), al-
though the difference was weak (binomial n = 25, k = 9,
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p , .115); in the different-card condition, the effect was
entirely eliminated (35% in each case, binomial n = 28,
k = 14, p , .57). The 18% difference (between 41%
choosing the second event and 23% choosing the first
event in the same-card condition) was narrowed to zero in
the different-card condition (n = 53, Meddis quicktest z =
1.02, p . .15).

Table 2 presents the percentages of participants’ re-
sponses that focused on a single event and those that fo-
cused on one event followed by another. A second analy-
sis showed that for participants whose undoings focused
on the first, the second, or both events, in the same-card
condition more participants tended to undo the second
event overall rather than the first (54% vs. 31%, although
the difference was again weak (binomial n = 33, k = 12,
p , .08), whereas in the different-card condition the tem-
porality effect was eliminated (35% vs. 48%, binomial n =
33, k = 14, p , .24). Although it may seem that partici-
pants were undoing the first event more than the second
in the different-card condition, the apparent reversal of
the standard temporality effect did not approach relia-
bility. The interaction was reliable (n = 66, Meddis quick-
test z = 1.71, p , .05), as Table 2 illustrates. Most peo-
ple undid the f irst, the second, or both events (84%
overall), with the majority of the remainder containing
simple errors. 

Judgments of guilt and blame. A similar pattern of
results was found for the answers to the questions with
respect to guilt, as Table 2 shows. For participants who

judged that one or other individual would experience more
guilt, more participants judged that the second player
would feel guilt rather than the first in the same-card ver-
sion (59% vs. 13%, binomial n = 28, k = 5, p , .005), but
not in the different-card version (33% vs. 45%), and once
again, although the difference tended toward the opposite
direction, it did not do so reliably (binomial n = 31, k =
13, p , .24). Most importantly, the interaction was reli-
able (n = 59, Meddis quicktest z = 3.14, p , .001). Most
participants judged that one or other of the players would
feel more guilt (75%), with the majority of the remain-
der indicating that neither would experience more guilt
(20%).

The answers to the question of blame show the same
pattern, unlike those of the previous experiment. For par-
ticipants who judged that one or other individual would
experience more blame, more participants considered that
the first player would blame the other in the same-card
version (54% vs. 13%, binomial n = 26, k = 5, p , .001),
and this effect was eliminated in the different-card ver-
sion (33% vs. 35%, binomial n = 27, k = 13, p , .50); the
interaction was reliable (n = 53, Meddis quicktest z =
2.45, p , .01). Most participants thought that either one
or other of the players would blame the other more
(68%), with the majority of the remainder indicating that
neither would experience more blame (23%). 

The experiment generalizes the temporality effect and
its elimination to another linguistic expression of explicit
negation rather than implicit negation. It replicates the
crucial findings of the first experiment: The temporality
effect occurs for the same-card scenarios and it is elimi-
nated for the different-card scenarios, for “if only” muta-
tions, and for judgments of guilt and blame. The experi-
ment failed to replicate the anomalous findings of the first
experiment that blame judgments continue to exhibit a
temporality effect even in the different-card version. In-
stead, in this experiment, blame judgments followed the
same pattern of “if only” mutation and guilt judgments.
Our third experiment aims to generalize the temporality
effect further by examining whether or not it occurs for
good outcomes.

Experiment 3
Good Outcomes and the Temporality Effect

Various counterfactual phenomena, such as the ten-
dency to mutate exceptional events rather than normal
ones, and to undo actions rather than inactions, occur as
readily for good outcomes as for bad ones (see, e.g., Ga-
vanski & Wells, 1989; Johnson, 1986; Landman, 1987).
The purpose of counterfactual thinking may be for us to
learn not only from our bad outcomes but also from our
good ones. When things work out well for us and we feel
we have been lucky, it is useful to mull over our narrow
escapes or happy chances so that we can learn how to re-
peat them in the future. Is there a temporality effect for
situations with good outcomes? The answer is not known,
and our aim in the third experiment is to address this

Table 2
Percentages of Mutations of Each Event, and

of Judgments of Guilt and Blame in Experiment 2

Description

Black . . . hitch Black . . . hitch
Black . . . Not black Not black . . . Black

Selections (same card) (different card)

Undoing choice
First event only 23 35
First then second 8 13
Overall first 31 48

Second event only 41 35
Second then first 13 0
Overall second 54 35

Total 85 83

Guilt
First 13 45
Second 59 33
Neither 21 18

Blame
First 54 33
Second 13 35
Neither 18 28

n 39 40

Note—The percentages are based on the responses of participants to
one scenario each. First event only, participants undid the first event only;
first then second, participants undid the first event, and then the second
one; second event only, participants undid the second event only; second
then first, participants undid the second event, and then the first one.
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issue. We presented participants with scenarios identical
to those in the previous experiments but in which the
players won. We asked them to consider how things could
have been worse for the players, and to judge their relief
at having won.

One possible explanation for the results of the previous
experiments is that reasoners focus on the “odd-one-out”
card color to mutate because it stands out as a focal event
in the foreground against the background of the other
events (see Kahneman & Miller, 1986). In the same-card
version of the story used in Experiments 1 and 2, the
third event contained a different color card from the pre-
vious two; in the different-card version, it was the second
event that stood out from the other two because it con-
tained a different color. According to this view, the tem-
porality effect should occur only in situations where there
is an odd-one-out in the color of selections. As a result,
it predicts that there should be no temporality effect for
good or winning outcomes because, by definition, the in-
dividuals choose the same color cards. According to the
presupposition account of the temporality effect, the ear-
lier event should be presupposed whether the eventual
outcome is good or bad. As a result, it predicts a tempo-
rality effect for winning outcomes. The experiment tests
these two different views. Our second aim in the experi-
ment is to show that the temporality effect can be elimi-
nated in the manner established in the previous experi-
ments. We gave participants a different-card version of
the scenario and we expected that any temporality effect
would be eliminated in this situation.

Method
Materials and Design. The materials were based on those in the

previous experiments, with the difference that the players won the

game (see the Appendix). In the different-card version, the first
player picks a black card, and the technical difficulty occurs; the
first player then picks a red card, the second player picks a red card,
and so each player wins £1,000. In the same-card version, the first
player picks red both times. Implicit negation was used in the ex-
periment. The participants first carried out the sentence completion
task: “After the draw both Jones and Brady reflected on how lucky
they had been. After all, if one of them had picked a different card
they might neither have won the £1,000; for instance, if . . . ,” and
then the question about relief: “Who would you predict would ex-
perience more relief at having won—Jones or Brady?” Each par-
ticipant completed one of the two versions of the story in a between-
subjects design. 

Participants and Procedure. The 94 participants were under-
graduate students from a variety of departments in the University of
Dublin, Trinity College, who participated in the experiment volun-
tarily. The participants were assigned at random to the same-card
condition (n = 46) and the different-card condition (n = 48). The
procedure was the same as in the previous experiments. 

Results and Discussion
“If only . . .” mutations. The results show that for par-

ticipants whose undoings focused on a single event, in the
same-card condition more participants undid the second
event rather than the first (50% vs. 17%, binomial n = 31,
k = 8, p , .005), whereas in the different-card condition
the effect was eliminated (31% vs. 33%, binomial n =
36, k = 15, p , .20); the interaction was reliable (n = 67,
Meddis quicktest z = 2.66, p , .01). If we include also
participants whose undoings focused on both events, the
same pattern is found: In the same-card condition, more
participants undid the second event overall than the first
(59% vs. 26%, binomial n = 39, k = 12, p , .01), whereas
in the different-card condition, the effect was eliminated
(33% vs. 37.5%, binomial n = 34, k = 16, p , .43); this
interaction was reliable (n = 73, Meddis quicktest z = 1.9,
p , .05).

Table 3 presents the percentages of choices of the first
event or the second overall, and also the breakdown of
these choices into those that mentioned a single event.
Overall, most people undid the first, the second, or both
events (83% overall). In addition, 5% of responses overall
mentioned “if only the technical hitch had not occurred”;
all of these responses fell in the different-card condition,
and they were not included in the analysis. The remainder
of responses contained simple errors.

Judgments of relief. A similar pattern of results is
found for the answer to the question with respect to re-
lief, as Table 3 also shows. For participants who judged
that one or the other individual would experience more
relief, more participants tended to believe that the second
player would feel relief rather than the first in the same-
card version (59% vs. 35%, although the difference was
somewhat marginal, binomial n = 43, k = 16, Meddis
quicktest z = 1.52, p , .06); the effect was eliminated in
the different-card version (42% vs. 44%, binomial n =
41, k = 20, z = 0, p , .50). The 24% difference (between
59% judging more relief experienced by the second
player and 35% choosing the first player in the same-
card condition) was narrowed to just 2% of a difference
(between 42% and 44% in the different-card condition,

Table 3
Percentages of Mutations and

Judgments of Relief in Experiment 3

Description

Red . . . hitch Black . . . hitch
Red . . . Red Red . . . Red

Selections (same card) (different card)

Undoing choice
First only 17 33
First then second 9 4
Overall first 26 37.5

Second only 50 31
Second then first 9 2
Overall second 59 33

Total 85 70.5

Relief
First 35 44
Second 59 42
Neither 2 13

n 46 48

Note—The percentages are based on the responses of participants to
one scenario each. First only, participants undid the first event only;
first then second, participants undid the first event, and then the second
one; second only, participants undid the second event only; second then
first, participants undid the second event, and then the first one.
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n = 84, Meddis quicktest z = 1.29, p . .10). Most par-
ticipants judged that either one or the other of the players
would experience more relief (90%), with the majority
of the remainder indicating that neither would experi-
ence more relief (8%).

The experiment shows that people exhibit a temporal-
ity effect in good outcome situations as well as in bad
outcome situations. The experiment also shows that the
temporality effect can be eliminated for good outcomes.
The results rule out the explanation that reasoners focus
solely on the “odd-one-out” card color to mutate because
it stands out as a focal event in the foreground against the
background of the other events. This view predicts that
there should be no temporality effect for good outcomes
because the individuals choose the same color cards. The
results are consistent with the presupposition account of
the temporality effect. The results also show that the op-
posing tendency of an available counterfactual has as big
an impact in eliminating the temporality effect for good
outcomes as it does for bad outcomes.

THE TEMPORAL ORDER OF EVENTS

The second series of experiments is designed to pro-
vide further information on some parameters of the tem-
porality effect. The two experiments provide a test of the
influence of the order of events in the world compared with
the order in which they are described (see, e.g., Spellman,
1997).

Experiment 4
Heads and Tails, or Tails and Heads

The temporality effect has been observed most strik-
ingly in the coin toss scenario. Eighty-nine percent of par-
ticipants choose the second alternative given the probe:
“There are two ways that Jones and Cooper could have won
$1,000. Which of these alternatives comes more readily
to mind: (a) Jones tossing a tail; (b) Cooper tossing a head”
(D. T. Miller & Gunasegaram, 1990, p. 1112). However,
the phrase “heads or tails” has a stereotyped order of
mention—the phrase “tails or heads” is unusual in the
everyday use of English (as well as other languages, in-
cluding Spanish, the language of our participants in this
experiment). There are many similar conventional or-
derings, perhaps because physical constraints on the pro-
duction of different vowels result in a preferred ordering
of words, with “fat” vowels first and words with “thin”
vowels second (see, e.g., Pinker, 1994). Individuals may
believe that many events have usual sequences, such as the
sequence in which a teacher sets questions and a student
studies for an examination. The strong linguistic convention
may lead participants to prefer to alter tails to become
heads (regardless of whether it is tossed by the first or
second individual); that is, the linguistic convention may
provide an available counterfactual alternative that works
in opposition to the temporality effect in a similar way to
the different-card technical hitch scenario. If so, when
the description of the events conflicts with the stereo-

typed ordering of the phrase, the temporality effect should
be eliminated. Our first aim in the experiment was to com-
pare the heads–tails scenario to a tails–heads scenario.

In many situations, people’s linguistic preconceptions
about the content may be weaker, such as the scenario in
the previous experiments in which players must pick the
same color card (i.e., black suit or red) in order to win a
prize. If the temporality effect is influenced by linguistic
conventions, it should be observed more strongly for the
heads–tails scenario than for a cards scenario. Of course,
the temporality effect is not confined solely to situations
governed by linguistic conventions (D. T. Miller & Gunase-
garam, 1990; Sherman & McConnell, 1996), but our in-
terest in this experiment is in the relative contribution of
linguistic conventions. If the effect is independent of
them, it should occur as robustly for the cards scenario
as well as for the heads–tails coins scenario. Hence, our
second aim is to test whether the temporality effect is as
robust for the cards content as the heads–tails coin toss
content. Third, the cards scenario order can be a black–red
scenario in which the first player picks a black card and the
second picks a red card, or a red–black scenario in which
the first player picks red and the second black. If the tem-
porality effect is a general phenomenon entirely inde-
pendent of linguistic convention, it should be observed in
the red–black scenario as it is in the black–red scenario.1

Method
Materials and Design. We constructed four scenarios. Two

were based on the coins content: in the heads–tails version, the first
player tossed heads and the second tails; in the tails–heads version,
the first player tossed tails and the second heads. Two other scenar-
ios were structurally identical but their content was cards: in the
black–red version, the first player picked a black card and the sec-
ond red; in the red–black version, the first player picked a red card
and the second black (see the Appendix). The two individuals were
identified as John and Michael, and the stories were presented to
the participants in their native Spanish. They were asked to com-
plete the following sentence: “John and Michael could each have
won £1,000 if only one of them had picked a different card (tossed
a different coin face), for instance if . . .” They were asked: “Who
would you predict would experience more guilt?” And “Who would
you predict would blame the other more?” We gave each partici-
pant one scenario only, and each participant answered the three
questions in the fixed order presented here.

Participants and Procedure. The 157 participants were under-
graduates from the University of Malaga who participated in the
experiment voluntarily. They were assigned to the four conditions:
heads–tails (n = 50), black–red (n = 49), tails–heads (n = 29), or
red–black (n = 29). They were randomly assigned to the first two
conditions first, and subsequently to the latter two, and they were
tested in groups. They were presented with a booklet with instruc-
tions on the first page, the scenario on the next, the three questions
on the third, and a debriefing paragraph on the final page. They
worked at their own pace and wrote their answers. 

Results and Discussion
“If only . . .” mutations. The standard temporality ef-

fect occurred for the heads–tails scenario but not for the
tails–heads scenario. For participants whose mutations
focused on a single event only, the temporality effect oc-
curred for heads–tails (60% vs. 22%, binomial n = 41, k =
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11, z = 2.81, p , .003), but not for tails–heads (34% vs.
28%, binomial n = 18, k = 8, p , .40). It occurred for
black–red (55% vs. 25%, binomial n = 39, k = 12, z = 2.24,
p , .01) and also for red–black (52% vs. 14%, binomial
n = 19, k = 4, p , .01). 

Table 4 presents the percentages of undoings of a sin-
gle event (e.g., “if only John had tossed tails”) and of one
event followed by another (e.g., “if only John had tossed
tails or Michael had tossed heads”).2 Once again, we
combined the two sorts of responses on the basis that the
order of mention gives us a clue to the mutability of an
event. The second analysis showed exactly the same pat-
tern: For participants whose mutations focused on the
first or second events overall, the temporality effect oc-
curred for the heads–tails scenario (64% vs. 22% overall,
binomial n = 43, k = 11, z = 3.05, p , .001), but not for
the tails–heads scenario (41% for each). The temporality
effect occurred for the black–red scenario (55% vs. 31%,
binomial n = 42, k = 15, z = 1.697, p , .05) and also for
the red–black scenario (59% vs. 21%, binomial n = 23,
k = 6, p , .02). The majority of undoings, 75%, focused
on a single event, and this total rises to 84% when we in-
clude participants who undid one event followed by the
other. The majority of the remainder of the responses were
either not sufficiently explicit to classify (8%, e.g., “if
only they had both picked the same card”), or else they
were simple errors (3%, e.g., “if only John had tossed
heads,” when in fact he had tossed heads). 

The results show the standard temporality effect; that
is, participants’ undoings focused on the second event
rather than the first, in each of the conditions with the sole
exception of the tails–heads condition, where their un-

doings focused on the two events equally. The temporal-
ity effect was observed for events whose description is
relatively neutral with respect to linguistic preconcep-
tions about order of mention—that is, the black–red and
red–black cards scenarios—and for events whose de-
scription follows the existing linguistic preconceptions—
that is, the heads–tails coin scenario. The temporality ef-
fect was eliminated when the description of the order of
the events (tails followed by heads) conflicted with the
stereotyped conventional order (heads or tails). The lin-
guistic convention may provide a counterfactual alterna-
tive, setting up an opposing tendency to the temporality
effect. Nonetheless, as in the previous experiments, the
results are consistent with a temporality tendency con-
tinuing to operate, since the effect was eliminated rather
than reversed.

Judgments of guilt and blame. The responses to the
questions of guilt and blame, as Table 4 shows, exhibit an
important difference from the mutability responses: The
temporality effect occurred for all four conditions, in-
cluding the tails–heads scenario. For the participants who
judged that one or the other of the individuals would ex-
perience more guilt, the temporality effect occurred for
the heads–tails scenario (62% vs. 0%, binomial n = 31,
k = 0, p , .001) and also for the tails–heads scenario
(79% vs. 3%, binomial n = 24, k = 1, p , .001). The tem-
porality effect occurred for the black–red scenario (49%
vs. 2%, binomial n = 25, k = 1, p , .001) and also for the
red–black scenario (76% vs. 0%, binomial n = 22, k = 0,
p , .001). The temporality effect for guilt judgments
was not as strong in the black–red scenario (49%) as it was
in the red–black scenario (76%). Notably, a substantial
number of participants (32% over all conditions) judged
that neither individual would experience more guilt. This
tendency was particularly evident in the black–red sce-
nario, where participants judged that neither individual
would experience more guilt as often as they judged that
the second individual would experience more guilt (49%
in each case). The results show that participants’ judg-
ments of guilt focused on the second individual more
than the first in each of the four conditions, and in the
black–red condition, their judgment that the second indi-
vidual would feel more guilt was rivaled by their judg-
ment that neither individual would feel more guilt.

Table 4 also shows the percentages of judgments of
blame for the two individuals. Once again, the temporal-
ity effect occurred for all four conditions. For the partic-
ipants who judged that one or other of the individuals
would experience more blame, the temporality effect oc-
curred for the heads–tails scenario (38% vs. 2%, binomial
n = 20, k = 1, p , .001) and also for the tails–heads sce-
nario (69% vs. 3%, binomial n = 21, k = 1, p , .001). The
temporality effect occurred for the black–red scenario
(43% vs. 0%, binomial n = 21, k = 0, p , .001) and also
for the red–black scenario (83% vs. 0%, binomial n = 24,
k = 0, p , .001). Once again, the temporality effect for
blame judgments was not as strong in the black–red sce-
nario (43%) as it was in the red–black scenario (83%).

Table 4
Percentages of Mutations and of Judgments

of Guilt and Blame in Experiment 4

Selections Heads–Tails Tails–Heads Black–Red Red–Black

Undoings
First event only 22 28 25 14
First then second 0 14 6 7
First overall 22 41 31 21

Second event only 60 34 55 52
Second then first 4 7 0 7
Second overall 64 41 55 59

Total 86 81 86 80

Guilt
First 0 3 2 0
Second 62 79 49 76
Neither 38 17 49 24

Blame
First 38 69 43 83
Second 2 3 0 0
Neither 60 24 57 14

n 49 29 50 29

Note—The percentages are based on the responses of participants to one
scenario each. First event only, participants undid the first event only;
first then second, participants undid the first event, then the second one;
second event only, participants undid the second event only; second then
first, participants undid the second event, and then the first one.
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Further, a substantial number of participants (39% over
all conditions) judged that neither individual would ex-
perience more blame. In particular, in the black–red sce-
nario participants judged that neither individual would
blame the other more as often as they judged that the
first individual would blame the second more (57% vs.
43%, binomial n = 49, k = 21, z = 0.857, p , .19); in the
heads–tails scenario, they judged that neither individual
would blame the other somewhat more often than that the
first individual would blame the second (60% vs. 38%,
binomial n = 49, k = 19, z = 1.42, p , .08). The results
show that participants’ judgments of blame focused more
on the first individual blaming the second rather than the
other way around in each of the four conditions. In the
heads–tails and the black–red conditions, their judgment
that the first individual would blame the second more was
rivaled by their judgment that neither individual would
be blamed more.

The experiment shows that when individuals generate
ways in which an outcome could have been avoided, they
show the standard temporality effect when the descrip-
tion of the order of the events corresponds to the linguis-
tic stereotype of the normal order (heads followed by
tails) but not when it conflicts with it (tails followed by
heads). Nonetheless, they judge that the second individ-
ual will feel more guilt and be blamed more by the first
individual regardless of the order in which the events are
described. Participants show the standard temporality ef-
fect for mutations and for judgments of guilt and blame
when the description of the order of the events has a rel-
atively weak linguistic stereotype, regardless of the order
in which the terms occur—red followed by black or
black followed by red. The judgments of guilt and blame
show a temporal effect that is somewhat weaker when
the weak stereotyped order is violated, in the black–red
(negro–rojo) condition. We will return to the vagaries
between undoings and amplification of emotions and so-
cial attributions later. We turn now to an examination of
the influence on the temporality effect of the order of the
occurrence of the events compared with the order of their
mention in the description.

Experiment 5
Event Order and Order of Mention

The aim of the fifth experiment is to test whether the
temporality effect depends on the order of mention of the
events (individuals tend to undo the second-mentioned
event) or whether it depends on the order of occurrence of
the events (individuals tend to undo the second event that
occurs in the sequence). In the usual sorts of scenarios,
such as the coins or cards scenarios, the order of mention
and the order of the events in the world corresponds (e.g.,
Anne drew a blue marble from her sack; after her, Joan
drew a white marble from her sack), and people mentally
undo the second event. Spellman (1997) separated events
into their component play and outcome information. She
gave participants the play information in one sequence

(e.g., Jones tosses his coin first, and Cooper tosses sec-
ond), and the outcome information in the reverse sequence
(e.g., Cooper’s coin was tails, and Jones’s coin was heads).
She found that the temporality effect depends to a large
extent on the outcome information; for example, people
undo Jones’s play (the first player) more than Cooper’s (the
second player) when they have been told the outcome of
Jones’s play second.

Our aim in this experiment is to separate out, not com-
ponent play and outcome information, but overall event
sequence and linguistic order of mention sequence. We
examine scenarios in which the second player’s play and
outcome were described first, and the first player’s play
and outcome were described second (e.g., Joan drew a
white marble from her sack; before her, Anne drew a blue
marble from her sack). The experiment tests whether the
temporality effect depends on event sequence (greater
mutability of the second event that occurred in the world,
regardless of its order of mention) or whether it depends
on description sequence (greater mutability of the second
event that is mentioned in a description, regardless of its
order in the event sequence).

Method
Materials and Design. We constructed two sorts of scenarios

that were identical but for the description of the players’ turns: In
the after scenario, the turns were described as follows: “Anne had
her turn and drew a blue marble from her sack; after her, Joan had
her turn and drew a white marble from her sack.” In the before sce-
nario, the turns were described as follows: “Joan had her turn and
drew a white marble from her sack; before her, Anne had her turn
and drew a blue marble from her sack” (see the Appendix). The sce-
narios were based on three sorts of content: the marbles version in
the example above; a cards version similar to that used in the pre-
vious experiments, in which two individuals identified as John and
Michael drew black or red cards from their decks; and a dice ver-
sion in which two individuals identified as Bill and Joe threw even
or odd numbers with their die. Names of the same gender were used
in each scenario, they were presented to the participants in their na-
tive English, and the turns were described in the past tense. We gave
each participant the three contents (marbles, cards, and dice) in a
different random order. We gave them one set of scenarios, either
the before or the after scenarios, in a between-subjects design.

The participants completed the following sentence: “They could
each have won £1,000 if only one of them had picked a different
card, for instance if . . .” They also answered the question, “Who
would you predict would experience more guilt?” Each participant
answered each of the two questions, which were printed in the fixed
order presented above, and they wrote their answers in the spaces
provided on the sheet of paper.3 The questions were presented on
the same page as the scenario, and we phrased them using “they,”
following earlier pilot work, to avoid repeating the names of the
players, given the predicted sensitivity to order of mention. 

Participants and Procedure. The 40 participants were under-
graduates from different departments in the University of Dublin,
Trinity College who participated in the experiment voluntarily.
They were assigned at random to the before condition or the after
condition (n = 20 in each), and they were tested in groups. Unlike
the procedure in the previous experiments, each participant carried
out the tasks for three scenarios, so there were 60 observations for
each group. They were presented with a booklet that contained the
instructions first; each of the three subsequent pages contained a
story with two questions printed beneath it, and the final page con-
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tained a debriefing paragraph. The instructions were similar to
those in previous experiments. The participants worked at their own
pace and wrote their answers.

Results and Discussion
“If only . . .” mutations. Individuals undo the second

event in a sequence—even when it is mentioned first. As
Table 5 shows, in the after condition, participants who
focused on a single event showed the standard temporal-
ity effect; that is, they undid the event that was mentioned
second rather than first (e.g., Joan’s selection: 35% vs.
18%, binomial n = 32, k = 11, p , .04), whereas partic-
ipants in the before condition tended to undo the event
that was mentioned first rather than second (e.g., Joan’s
selection: 30% vs. 23%), although the difference did not
approach reliability (binomial n = 32, k = 14, p = .24).
Once again, we combined mutations that focused on a
single event and those that undid one followed by the
other: In the after condition, participants showed some
tendency to exhibit the standard temporality effect—that
is, to undo the event that was mentioned second rather
than first (50% vs. 37% overall, although the effect did
not reach significance, binomial n = 52, k = 22, z = 0.97,
p , .17)—but in the before condition they undid the
event mentioned first rather than second (48% vs. 28%
overall, binomial n = 46, k = 17, z = 1.62, p , .05).4 Par-
ticipants undid the event that was mentioned second over-
all more often in the after condition than in the before
condition (50% vs. 28%, Mann–Whitney U, z = 22.062,
p , .04), and they undid the event that was mentioned
first equally often in the before and after conditions (48%
vs. 37%, Mann–Whitney U, z = 20.926, p , .35). Table 5
presents the undoings of a single event and the undoings

of one event followed by the other. Overall, 82% of par-
ticipants responses undid one, the other, or both of the
events, and the majority of the remainder of the re-
sponses changed both events in a nonspecific manner
(7%, e.g., “if only they had picked the same color mar-
ble”) or made simple errors (5%).

Judgments of guilt. The judgments of guilt display
an intriguing asymmetry. As Table 5 shows, in the after
condition participants judged that the individual who
was mentioned second would feel more guilt than the one
who was mentioned first (73% vs. 5%, binomial n = 47,
k = 3, z = 5.8, p , .0001), but in the before condition the
effect was eliminated: They judged that the individuals
would feel equally guilty whether mentioned first or sec-
ond (27% vs. 33%, binomial n = 34, k = 16, p , .43) or
that neither would (30%). Participants judged that the in-
dividual who was mentioned second would feel guilt more
often in the after condition than in the before condition
(73% vs. 33%, Mann–Whitney U, z = 22.76, p , .006).
They judged that the individual who was mentioned first
would feel guilt more often in the before condition than
in the after condition (27% vs. 5%, Mann–Whitney U,
z = 21.98, p , .05). Their judgments that neither indi-
vidual would experience more guilt were not made reli-
ably more often in the before condition than in the after
condition (30% vs. 17%, Mann–Whitney U, z = 20.87,
p , .38).

The results suggest that the temporality effect is not
influenced primarily by the nature of the description:
People undo the second event that occurred in the world
regardless of whether it was mentioned first or second.
The experiment shows that the temporality effect depends
on the event sequence—that is, the order in which the

Table 5
Percentages of Mutations and of Judgments of Guilt in Experiment 5

Description

After Before
Anne had a turn . . . Joan had a turn . . .

Selections After her, Joan had a turn . . . Before her, Anne had a turn . . .

Undoing
First mentioned only 18 30
First then second 18 18
First mentioned overall 37 48

Second mentioned only 35 23
Second then first 15 5
Second mentioned overall 50 28

Total 87 76

Guilt
First mentioned 5 27
Second mentioned 73 33
Neither 17 30

n 20 20

Note—The percentages are based on the responses of participants to three scenarios each. The
first mentioned is, for example, Anne’s turn in the after condition and Joan’s turn in the be-
fore condition. First mentioned only, participants undid the first-mentioned event only; first
then second, participants undid the first-mentioned event, then the second; second mentioned
only, participants undid the second-mentioned event only; second then first, participants undid
the second-mentioned event, then the first.
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events occurred in the world. The temporality effect de-
pends on the event sequence rather than the description
sequence, as we have shown, and within the event se-
quence, it depends largely on the outcome sequence
more than the play sequence (Spellman, 1997). Partici-
pants judge that the player who is mentioned second will
feel more guilt when the order of mention of the events
corresponds to their order of occurrence, but they judge
guilt equally for the first and second players when the
order of mention of the events does not correspond to
order of occurrence. Once again the amplification of judg-
ments of guilt is influenced but not wholly determined by
the tendencies to mutate one or the other event.

Overall, the two experiments in this second series help
to identify the parameters of the temporality effect: It
arises from the order of the events in the world, rather than
other factors, such as solely from the stereotyped order
of the linguistic description or the order of mention of
the events in a description. In the experiments, individu-
als’ mutations tended to focus on the nature of the events
as they occurred in the world, regardless of the descrip-
tion of them. There was an unexpected dissociation be-
tween the counterfactual alternative scenario generated by
the participants in their “if only . . .” sentence comple-
tions, and their judgments of guilt and blame. The judg-
ments of guilt, for example, show a much simpler pattern
than that of the mental undoings—the second player is
judged to feel more guilt  in every condition in both ex-
periments in this series (or else a judgment is made that
neither player feels more guilt). We will return to this dis-
sociation between counterfactual undoing and the judg-
ments of guilt and blame in the general discussion.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

People tend to mentally undo the more recent event in
an independent sequence of events when they think “if
only . . .”. The first experiment shows that the temporal-
ity effect is reduced when the first player picks a card, a
technical hitch occurs, and the first player picks a dif-
ferent card. The second experiment replicates the elimi-
nation of the temporality effect in the technical hitch sce-
nario and shows that the same pattern occurs for “if
only” mutations as well as judgments of guilt and blame.
The third experiment shows that the temporality effect
occurs for good outcomes as well as for bad ones, and
that it can be eliminated in these good situations by the
technical hitch device, for both “if only” mutations and
judgments of relief. These results are consistent with the
view that the temporality effect arises primarily because
the first event in an independent sequence is presupposed,
and so it is immutable relative to subsequent events (D. T.
Miller & Gunasegaram, 1990). This presupposition of
the first event can be undermined by providing an explic-
itly available counterfactual alternative. In the different-
card technical hitch scenarios, the pre-hitch play provides
a ready-made counterfactual alternative, which renders
the post-hitch play of the first player mutable. These two

opposing tendencies, to presuppose the first event, but to
undo an event that has an available counterfactual alter-
native, lead to the reduction and apparent elimination of
the temporality effect. 

An available alternative can be provided explicitly, as
the technical hitch scenarios demonstrate, or it can be
provided implicitly, for example, by the conventions of
language. The fourth experiment showed that the more
recent event is more mutable for sequences that conform
with linguistic stereotypes (i.e., heads–tails), but not for
sequences that conflict with the linguistic stereotype
(tails–heads). The linguistic stereotype may lead people
to focus readily on undoing tails to be heads, and this ten-
dency opposes the presuppositional tendency to result in
the elimination of the temporality effect. Of course, the
temporality effect is not determined solely by language
conventions: It occurs for sequences with relatively neu-
tral linguistic content (including the black–red and
red–black cards scenarios). Finally, the fifth experiment
showed that the temporality effect depends on the order of
the events in the world, not on their order in the description
of the world: People undo the second event in a sequence
regardless of whether it is mentioned first or second in
the description of the events. In each of these two exper-
iments, people focused on the nature of the events as
they occurred in the world, regardless of the description.

Disruptions of the Temporality Effect

These experiments demonstrate one robust way in
which the temporality effect can be reduced. There are
undoubtedly other ways in which the temporal order of
an event may be disrupted. We can speculate (with D. T.
Miller & Gunasegaram, 1990) that specifying that it is
necessary to toss heads to win in the coin toss scenario
may eliminate the temporality effect when Jones goes first
and tosses tails (see also Spellman, 1997). We suggest that
the additional specification sets up the context against
which subsequent information is interpreted. Undoubt-
edly, the effects of context on the temporality effect can
generalize to everyday counterfactual thinking. Con-
sider, for example, the finding that participants required
to role-play as teachers chose easier questions when their
question setting occurred after the students’ examination
preparation period than when it occurred before—an ef-
fect of temporality that highlights the widespread every-
day consequences of the increased mutability of the more
recent of two independent events in a sequence (D. T.
Miller & Gunasegaram, 1990). We suggest that such an
effect will be eliminated if the available alternatives are
provided to the presupposed first event. For example, set-
ting both target events against the context of previous ex-
aminations taken in earlier years, or against an idealized
standard of attainment of knowledge within a class, is
likely to diminish the temporality effect in this situation. 

According to our account of the temporality effect, its
basis—the presupposition of the earlier event—can be
overridden by other factors, such as the availability of al-
ternatives. This account suggests an explanation for why
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a causal relation between events in the sequence elimi-
nates the temporality effect (Wells et al., 1987). Causal
relations may be understood by explicitly keeping in mind
not only the factual situation in which both the cause and
the outcome occurred, but also the counterfactual situation
in which the cause did not occur (Johnson-Laird & Byrne,
1991, pp. 71–72). Causes may be mentally represented
with a readily available counterfactual alternative, and this
undermines the immutability of the otherwise presup-
posed first event in a sequence.

Mutability and Judgments
of Blame, Guilt, and Relief

We observed the temporality effect in the mutations
that individuals tended to make when they completed an
“if only . . .” sentence stem. Of course, a sizable minority
of participants in each experiment undid more than one
event, and we can infer that immutability is not an absolute
property of any event in these scenarios. We also observed
the temporality effect in participants’ judgments of the
guilt, blame, or relief experienced by the players. How-
ever, an important point to note is that although the ma-
jority of participants in the experiments focused on one
or the other event to mutate, far fewer of them believed
that one or other of the individuals would experience more
guilt, blame, or relief. A second important point is that
there were discrepancies between mutability and ampli-
fication of the judgments of guilt and blame, particularly
in the fourth and fifth experiments, in contrast to earlier
findings on the temporality effect (e.g., D. T. Miller and
Gunasegaram, 1990; Spellman, 1997). Our mutability
task, an “if only” sentence stem completion, was more
open-ended than our emotion and social judgments task,
a binary choice between the two individuals, which may
go some way toward explaining the discrepancies. Alter-
natively, these two clues may indicate that the relation be-
tween the generation of counterfactual alternatives and
the experience of guilt, blame, and relief is not a simple
one (see also N’gbala & Branscombe, 1997; Shaver,
1985). 

Mutability can clearly influence emotional and social
judgments such as blame and guilt ascription (see, e.g.,
Kahneman & Miller, 1986; Wells & Gavanski, 1989), but
the relationship may not be straightforward. Instead it
seems that people ascribe blame, cause, and preventability
differently (e.g., Branscombe, N’gbala, Kobrynowicz, &
Wann, 1997; Davis, Lehman, Silver, Wortman, & Ellard,
1996; Mandel & Lehman, 1996). For example, judg-
ments about the mutability, blameworthiness, and pre-
ventability of events leading to an accident focus on dif-
ferent aspects, even to the extent that victims of accidents
may blame themselves because they perceive that they
could have avoided their accident even though they judge
that they were not the cause of the accident (e.g., Brans-
combe et al., 1996; Davis et al., 1996). Counterfactual
thoughts and judgments of the preventability of an acci-
dent may depend on controllable aspects of the events
(e.g., death in a plane crash could have been avoided if

the individual had made a different decision about whether
to fly or drive to a destination), whereas causal judg-
ments may depend on covariational information (e.g.,
the cause of the plane crash was engine failure, Mandel
& Lehman, 1996). The vagaries indicate that although
the generation of counterfactual alternatives may make
an important contribution to the experience of guilt or
blame, these judgments can be made in the absence of
explicitly articulated counterfactual alternatives. Con-
versely, these judgments may not be made even when ex-
plicitly articulated alternatives are available. Counterfac-
tual thinking may be one of the many important interfaces
between cognition and emotion, and between cognition
and social attribution, but the transformation of cognitive
experience into, for example, emotional experience ap-
pears to be neither necessary nor sufficient for the judg-
ments of guilt or blame.

The data from our experiments present difficulties for
several potential explanations of the temporality effect,
including the suggestion that it depends on a backward
search through the entries into working memory, that it
depends on the identification of an odd-one-out card
color, or that it depends on the calculation of probabili-
ties for each player. We have suggested instead that the
temporality effect depends on presupposing earlier events
(see, e.g., D. T. Miller & Gunasegaram, 1990), and its
elimination results from an opposing tendency to focus on
available alternatives (see, e.g., Branscombe et al., 1996;
Wells & Gavanski, 1989). We turn now to a consideration
of the cognitive processes that may underlie these ten-
dencies to presuppose earlier events and to mutate events
for which there are available alternatives.

Mental Representations
and Counterfactual Thinking

We suggest that when people reason about matters of
fact and about matters of possibility or impossibility, in-
cluding counterfactual matters, they construct mental
models—mental representations that are close to the struc-
ture of the world rather than to the structure of the lan-
guage that describes the world (Johnson-Laird, 1983). A
conditional, such as

If John picks a red card then he wins £1,000. (5)

is consistent with different situations, and people must
keep in mind different models, which we represent in the
following diagram:

red win

not-red not-win

not-red win (6)

where “red” stands for “John picks a red card,” “win”
stands for “he wins £1,000,” “not” is a propositional-like
tag to indicate negation, and separate models are repre-
sented on separate lines (Johnson-Laird & Byrne, 1991).
The set of models corresponds to the three alternative
situations in which the assertion could be true. The mod-
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els may contain information about who John is, what kind
of game he is competing in, and so on. The set of mod-
els is fully explicit; that is, each of the three alternatives
is represented, but people may rarely construct explicit
models because of working memory constraints. Instead
their initial representation of the assertion may represent
some information in an implicit way:

red win

. . . (7)

That is, they construct one explicit model that corre-
sponds to the information mentioned in the assertion,
and an implicit model, represented in the diagram by the
three dots, which captures the possibility that there may
be alternatives to the first model (for more technical de-
tails, see Johnson-Laird, Byrne, & Schaeken, 1992). The
suggestion that reasoners rely on such models to make
deductions has been tested experimentally for a range of
different sorts of deductions, and modeled computation-
ally (e.g., Johnson-Laird & Byrne, 1991).

Mental Models and the Temporality Effect
Counterfactual thinking may be related to thinking

conditionally (e.g., Byrne, Espino, & Santamaria, 1999)
and suppositionally (e.g., Byrne & Handley, 1997). De-
ductions from counterfactual conditionals show pre-
dictable similarities to and differences from deductions
from factual conditionals (see, e.g., Byrne & Tasso,
1999). We suggest that reasoners construct the follow-
ing sort of representation of the coin toss scenario:

jones-heads cooper-tails (8)

When they must think of ways in which the outcome could
have been different, they may flesh out the counterfactual
possibilities to be fully explicit, and they may even anno-
tate their models to indicate what consequences follow
from each alternative:

factual: jones-heads cooper-tails lose

counterfactual: jones-heads cooper-heads win

jones-tails cooper-tails win

jones-tails cooper-heads lose (9)

The temporality effect suggests individuals flesh out their
counterfactual models for just one of the options:

factual: jones-heads cooper-tails lose

counterfactual: jones-heads cooper-heads win

. . . (10)

Why do individuals usually construct the models that
correspond to just this particular alternative counterfac-
tual scenario? One factor is that the counterfactual alter-
native in which the players both lose (the last in the fully
fleshed out set in Example 9) is not an effective counter-
factual alternative in that it does not undo the outcome:
The players still lose (Byrne, 1997). Two counterfactual

alternatives do succeed in undoing the outcome—depicted
on the second and third lines in Example 9—but individ-
uals tend to flesh out only one of them, and we turn now
to a possible reason why.

Contextualized Models
We have speculated, along with D. T. Miller and Gu-

nasegaram (1990), that early events are presupposed or
taken for granted more than later events, but why would
the earlier event be presupposed rather than the later
event? We suggest that the presupposition of earlier events
emerges from the nature of the cognitive processes that
construct and revise mental representations. Our explana-
tion for why the earlier event is presupposed is that it ini-
tializes the model; that is, it provides the cornerstone of
the model’s foundation. The game is now “about” heads
once the first player has tossed heads—in the sense that
a successful outcome requires the same toss from the
second player—and this interpretation mediates the in-
terpretation of the subsequent play. Our view is that the
first player’s choice sets the stage, and subsequent choices
are interpreted in the light of this context.

Models need to be initialized because it is necessary to
integrate incoming information with existing information
to construct a coherent representation. The importance
of representational integration is clear in related domains
of thinking such as deduction. For example, given premises
of the following form (where for simplicity we use A’s,
B’s, and C’s):

A is related to B.

B is related to C. (11)

people tend to produce spontaneous conclusions of the
form, “A is related to C” rather than of the form, “C is re-
lated to A” (Johnson-Laird & Bara, 1984; see also May-
bery, Bain, & Halford, 1986). Likewise, people show a
robust “figural effect” with categorical syllogisms. In
fact, people may refrain from making an inference when
it is not apparent how to integrate information into their
models. For example, many people given the premises:

If A then B.

not-B. (12)

conclude “nothing follows” rather than “not-A,” perhaps
because it is not immediately apparent how to integrate
the negative information into their initial representation
of the conditional (see, e.g., Johnson-Laird et al., 1992;
Girotto, Mazzocco, & Tasso, 1997). Many studies have
provided further evidence that the integration of informa-
tion into a single coherent mental representation is crucial
(see Evans, Newstead, & Byrne, 1993, for a review). We
suggest that it is equally important in other spheres of
thinking, and in particular in the domain of counterfac-
tual thinking.

The earlier event plays the initializing role in the ab-
sence of knowledge about, say, the norms of the situation,
perhaps because of a linear perception of time. Subse-
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quent knowledge is integrated into the model against the
backdrop provided by the earlier event, and so the initial-
izing event is immutable relative to the other events in the
model. In everyday life, individuals’ models may be con-
tinually changing to deal with new situations, and so the
cornerstone of a new situation may help to initialize a
new model. What counts as an initializing event may de-
pend on factors such as the event’s contribution to an out-
come. The idea of an initializing event can be understood
by analogy to anchoring in numerical domains—for ex-
ample, the observation that reasoners asked to estimate
quickly the answer to 8 3 7 3 6 3 5 3 3 3 2 3 1 produce
larger estimates than those asked to estimate the answer to
1 3 2 3 3 3 4 3 5 3 6 3 7 3 8 (Tversky & Kahneman,
1982).

Our sketch of the putative cognitive processes that un-
derlie the temporality effect focuses on three principles
concerning the properties of the mental representations
that people construct. First, people construct mental mod-
els that correspond to the structure of the world rather
than to the structure of the language used to describe the
world. Second, people construct an initial set of models
that represents as little information as possible explicitly
because of the limitations of working memory: They rep-
resent the factual situation explicitly but they do not con-
struct all the possible counterfactual models. Third, the
first event initializes the set of models, and the initializing
event is not as readily available as a candidate for change
in the counterfactual models because of its crucial role in
integrating subsequent information into the model. These
simple principles underlie the representation of the fac-
tual situation and the generation of a counterfactual sit-
uation based on it.

Models and the Technical Hitch Scenario
In the different-card technical hitch scenario, partici-

pants represent the events in the following way:

pre-hitch jones-black

post-hitch jones-red brady-black (13)

When they must construct a counterfactual model, there
are two possible routes they may take. On the one hand,
they can rely on the information already represented in
their models, and construct the counterfactual model by
fleshing out the earlier pre-hitch event, engaging in a “sub-
junctive instant replay” (Hofstadter, 1985):

factual: pre-hitch jones-black

post-hitch jones-red brady-black

counterfactual: jones-black brady-black

. . . (14)

In this case, they will undo the first player more than the
second. We have proposed that a similar “rewind” to the
past factual events accounts for the greater mutability of
actions instead of inactions (Byrne & McEleney, 1997).
On the other hand, the initialization of the factual model

by the first event renders it relatively immutable, and par-
ticipants who follow this route to constructing a counter-
factual alternative exhibit the standard temporality effect.
These two opposing tendencies weigh against each other:
The contextualization of models is weighed against the ex-
plicit representation of a counterfactual alternative.

Conclusions

Our experiments show that the temporality effect can
be eliminated when an explicit alternative is available to
the otherwise presupposed first event. We have sketched
a putative model-based account of the cognitive mecha-
nisms underlying the temporality effect. The perspective
we have taken suggests that the human imagination is con-
strained by what it is possible to change readily in a rep-
resentation of a factual situation (see, e.g., Byrne, 1997;
Kahneman & Miller, 1986). Accordingly, an understand-
ing of the nature of the representation of factual situations
may give us a clearer view of the nature of the construction
of imaginary alternatives. The account of the temporality
effect in terms of mental models suggests that counterfac-
tual thinking, which lies at the heart of the human imagi-
nation, may share fundamental properties with logical
thought.
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NOTES

1. These predictions follow even if there are no preconceptions about
the order of black and red, or if there are weak preconceptions that black
precedes red (in English) or that red (rojo) precedes black (negro) in
Spanish.

2. Some responses were of the following sort: “If only Juan had
tossed heads and Manolo had tossed heads as well,” where Juan had
tossed heads and Manolo had tossed tails. In all cases, the responses
were categorized on the basis of which event was mutated—that is, only
the second event in the example here. 

3. Anticipated time constraints on the availability of participants led
us to include only two questions in this experiment. 

4. These binomial tests were carried out on the responses of 20 par-
ticipants to three scenarios; to test our hypotheses about differences be-
tween the before and after conditions more appropriately, we also report
the results of Mann–Whitney U tests.

(Continued on next page)
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APPENDIX
Examples of the Scenarios Used in the Five Experiments

Experiment 1

Technical Hitch

Imagine two individuals (Jones and Brady) who take part in a television game
show, on which they are offered the following very attractive proposition. Each
individual is given a shuffled deck of cards, and each one picks a card from his
own deck. If the two cards they pick are of the same color (i.e., both from black
suits or both from red suits), each individual wins £1,000. However, if the two
cards are not the same color, neither individual wins anything.

Jones goes first and picks a black card from his deck. At this point, the game
show host has to stop the game because of a technical difficulty. After a few
minutes, the technical problem is solved and the game can be restarted.

Different Context

Jones goes first again, and this time the card that he draws is a red card. Brady
goes next and the card that he draws is a black card. Thus, the outcome is that
neither individual wins anything.

Same Context

Jones goes first again, and this time the card that he draws is a black card.
Brady goes next and the card that he draws is a red card. Thus, the outcome is
that neither individual wins anything.

Experiment 2

Explicit Negation (Different Context)

Jones goes first and picks a black card from his deck. At this point, the game
show host has to stop the game because of a technical difficulty. After a few
minutes, the technical problem is solved and the game can be restarted. Jones
goes first again, and this time the card that he draws is not a black card. Brady
goes next and the card that he draws is a black card. Thus, the outcome is that
neither individual wins anything.

Experiment 3
Good Outcomes

Jones goes first and picks a red card from his deck. At this point, the game
show host has to stop the game because of a technical difficulty. After a few
minutes, the technical problem is solved and the game can be restarted. Jones
goes first again, and this time the card that he draws is a red card. Brady goes
next and the card that he draws is a red card. Thus, the outcome is that each in-
dividual wins £1,000.

Experiment 4
Coins

Imagine two individuals (John and Michael) who are offered the following very
attractive proposition. Each individual is asked to toss a coin. If the two coins
come up the same (both heads or both tails), each individual wins £1,000. How-
ever, if the two coins do not come up the same, neither individual wins any-
thing.

Heads–Tails

John goes first and tosses a head; Michael goes next and tosses a tail. Thus,
the outcome is that neither individual wins anything.

Tails–Heads

John goes first and tosses a tail; Michael goes next and tosses a head. Thus,
the outcome is that neither individual wins anything.

Cards

Imagine two individuals (John and Michael) who are offered the following very
attractive proposition. Each individual is given a shuffled deck of cards, and
each one picks a card from his own deck. If the two cards they pick are of the
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same color (i.e., both from black suits or both from red suits), each individual
wins £1,000. However, if the two cards are not the same color, neither individ-
ual wins anything.

Black–Red

John goes first and picks a black card from his deck. Michael goes next and
picks a red card from his deck. Thus, the outcome is that neither individual
wins anything.

Red–Black

John goes first and picks a red card from his deck. Michael goes next and
picks a black card from his deck. Thus, the outcome is that neither individ-
ual wins anything.

Experiment 5

Imagine two individuals who are offered the following proposition. Each indi-
vidual is given a sack of marbles, and each one draws a marble from her own
sack. If the two marbles they draw are of the same color (i.e., both are blue or
both are white), each individual wins £1,000. However, if the two marbles are
not the same color, neither individual wins anything.

After

Anne had her turn and drew a blue marble from her sack; after her, Joan had
her turn and drew a white marble from her sack. Thus, the outcome is that nei-
ther individual wins anything.

Before

Joan had her turn and drew a white marble from her sack; before her, Anne had
her turn and drew a blue marble from her sack. Thus, the outcome is that nei-
ther individual wins anything.

(Manuscript received March 10, 1998;
revision accepted for publication January 25, 1999.)


